Social design, Made in Italy won the Curry Stone Design Prize 2013
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The Curry Stone Design Prize 2013 awarded the prizes of this new edition devoted to the actors and protagonists of
social design. Made in Italy, on this occasion, was shown not to be second to none.
In the U.S., the awards were handed edition 2013 Curry Stone Design Prize , the premiums of social design that
have demonstrated that the Made in Italy still manages to stand out with projects and
solutions that are second to none. The world prize, based in the United States of
America and to the best achievements for global social design, has recognized
Tamassociati major awards for the realization of innovative architectures and impact
can really improve the quality of life.
The study had already won the Prix Aga Khan Award for Architecture 2013 and now
takes home this important new award for social design, demonstrating that it is now
one of the names in the field of social design.
Tamassociati, along with studies Hunnarshala (Bhuj, India) and Proximity
Designs (Yangon, Myanmar), won the sixth edition of the award: the award was
given for achievements in Africa for the NGO Emergency . The brand has been
able to translate into reality the expectations and needs of the customer, taking
great care, as required by the Gino Strada, the themes of sustainability and universal right to health.
The construction of health outposts in these areas, able to provide free medical care to patients, is in itself a
conceptual revolution. The hospital becomes already in the process of conception, a political entity through which to
claim the right to dignity, health, life, environment, beauty. Always is important for us to re-invent civil architecture
able to find in their design practices ethics and creativity, rights and innovation, beauty and future, participation and
awareness.
These are the words of the group on the projects that have been awarded
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